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INTRODUCTION
In low-light settings, image acquisition is described by an inho-
mogeneous Poisson process model:

y " Poisson(Af !).

Here
•y # Zm

+ are observed photon counts,
•A # Rm$n

+ is the sensing matrix, and
•f ! # Rn

+ is the true scene intensity containing
one or more targets of interest.
Goal: The accurate estimation of f ! from y when
• the number of unknowns may be larger than the number of
measurements (n % m),

• the total number of photon counts (
!m

i=1 yi) is low, and
• the scene f ! is compressible (admits a sparse approximation).

CHALLENGES
This scenario has clear connections to compressed sensing;
however it is more challenging:
•The sensing matrix A is restricted to that of an implementable
optical system (zero-mean iid ensembles are not feasible).

•Any estimate "f of f ! must be nonnegative to be a valid light
intensity, adding constraints to the reconstruction.

•Poisson log-likelihood with nonnegativity constraints is less
straightforward to optimize versus unconstrained Gaussian
("2) log-likelihood.

PROBLEM FORMULATION
Propose a nonnegatively-constrained complexity-regularized
maximum likelihood estimator:

"f ! arg min
f

m#

i=1

{(Af )i & yi log(Af )i}
$ %& '

=#(f )'& log p(y|Af )

+ $pen(f )

subject to f ( 0

Here $ > 0 controls trade-off between data fidelity and estimate
complexity.

Refer to proposed approach as SPIRAL:
Sparse Poisson Intensity Reconstruction ALgorithms

OPTIMIZATION APPROACH
Constrained optimization is
solved via a sequence of
penalized convex quadratic
minimization problems.
•Here (#(f ) is
approximately the 2nd
order Taylor expansion
of #(f ) at the current
iterate fk.

•The Hessian )2#(f ) is approximated by %kI , resulting in a
separable approximation (#(f ) (much easier to minimize).
fk+1 = arg min

f
(f & fk)T)#(fk) +

%k

2
*f & fk*22 + $pen(f )

subject to f ( 0

Defining sk ! fk & 1
%k
)#(fk) yields alternate formulation:

fk+1 = arg min
f

1

2
*f & sk*22 +

$

%k
pen(f )

subject to f ( 0
(+)

Intuition: Constrained denoising method
applied to gradient descent result sk

PENALIZATION SCHEMES
The above formulation is flexible with respect to the choice of
pen(f ). Consider the total variation (TV) seminorm. (For nota-
tional convenience, assume f is an n1 $ n2 image.)

pen(f ) = *f*TV =
n1&1#

k=1

n2#

l=1

|fk,l&fk+1,l|+
n1#

k=1

n2&1#

l=1

|fk,l&fk,l+1|

• Images are modeled as smooth regions separated by edges.
•Sparse first-order differences,- low TV seminorm.
•TV denoising problem (+) is solved quickly using FISTA
method (Beck and Teboulle, IEEE Trans. Imag. Proc., 2009).

•The resulting method is called SPIRAL-TV.
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IMAGING SIMULATION
True Scene

•Low-intensity image
containing sniper targets

•Boxed regions are used to
compute contrast-to-noise metric:

CNR =
|mean1 &mean2|

1
2(std dev1 + std dev2)

•Also compare based on RMSE:
RMSE = *f ! & "f*/*f !*2

Current Night Vision Sensor
•Spatially aggregate photons with
large detector elements

•Sacrifices resolution for SNR
•Main source of blur due to
detector element size

•Mean Count = 245.06
•CNR = 31.02
•RMSE (%) = 15.51

High Resolution Sensor
•Acquire high-resolution data
with limited counts per pixel

•Main source of blur due to optics
(5$ 5 Gaussian PSF, & = 1/2)

•Mean Count = 1.90
•CNR = 3.27
•RMSE (%) = 45.17

Computational Enhancement
•SPIRAL-TV algorithm
used to mitigate shot
noise in high-resolution data

•Comparable CNR and
reduced RMSE versus
low resolution data

•CNR = 27.14
•RMSE (%) = 8.47

Key Observation: Computational imaging drastically
outperforms traditional approaches for target enhancement


